THE   DOGMAS  OF   AUTHORITARIANISM
Bolshevists no less than the Fascists of 1928. Bonald and
Maistre may have offered interesting remarks, made wise obser-
vations, but neither in any sense succeeded in establishing a
theory of authority that could be confronted with the increasing
demand for a Government that would be responsible to someone
else besides itself, and they have to pay in quasi-oblivion the
penalty of being centuries behind their times.
Authoritarianism in its pure form had little following and
little influence, for it cannot be said that the " Ultras/' who
might be held to be its practical incarnation, were anything
but a caricature and a distortion of the philosophy held by
Maistre and Bonald. The Ultras had, in fact, no philosophy
at all; they stood for only a twofold interest, that of the
emigres and that of the Church as understood before the
Revolution. Of strict adherence to a principle they had none :
the very principle of legitimism which was supposed to be their
raison d'etre they were prepared to ignore, and even trample on
if for some reason it no longer suited their interests.
The aberrations of the Ultra position are, however, most
clearly seen in connection with two points, the person of the
King and the suffrage. This devotion to the Crown, theoretically
absolute, stopped short at any acceptance by the King of any
limitation of his powers. If Louis XVIII. had agreed to " an
impious and atheistic charter, an infamous code, a marvel of
impiety, vomited by hell on to France, he was a traitor to the
cause of the Monarchy and thereby forfeited the obedience of
the faithful."* If he was prepared to use widely the Royal
prerogative of pardon, then protests would flow. " The King
has no right to proclaim a promise of pardon to those French-
men who have strayed from the right faith/* said one pamphlet.2
This refusal of obedience in the name of Royal absolution was
defended by a constitutional theory which is an interesting
illustration of man's unlimited resourcefulness for finding some
theory to Justify his desires^ or prejudices. They maintained
that the King was bound to follow public opinion and to have
a ministry representing a parliamentary majority, which was
quoted JbyThumw-Dangin, Roy alt ate set Rfpnblicains, p. 330.
Quoted by Churlcty in Hhtoirt itMteMpordrte, vol ivM p, 78*

